Software quality estimation is one of the most interesting research areas in the domain of software engineering for last few decades. Large numbers of techniques and models have already been worked out in the area of error estimation. The aim of software quality estimation is to identify error prone tasks as the cost can be minimized with advance knowledge about the errors and this early treatment of error will enhance the software quality. In this paper we have explored a set of data in university setting. This paper advocates the use of case-based reasoning (i.e., CBR) to make a software quality estimation system by the help of human experts. CBR relies on historical information from similar past projects, whereby similarities are determined by comparing the projects, and key attributes. We have used different similarity measures to find the best method which increases estimation accuracy & reliability. This paper presents a work in which we have expanded our previous work [24] . The software is a console based application and thus does not use the GUI functions of the Operating System, which makes it very fast in execution. In order to obtain results we have used an indigenous tool for software quality estimation, run in c++ compiler.
INTRODUCTION
The degree to which software possesses attributes such as efficiency, usability, reliability, portability, reusability and maintainability is known as software quality [18] . Various software quality characteristics have been suggested by authors such as James McCall and Barry Boehm. There have been differences in opinion regarding the exact definitions of the qualities of good software. For example maintainability has been used to define the ease with which an error can be located and rectified in software. This definition also includes the ease with which changes can be incorporated in the software [19] . Estimation models in software engineering are used to predict some important attributes of future entities such as software development effort, software reliability, software quality, and productivity of programmers. Among such models, those estimating software effort have motivated considerable research in recent years [12] . Accurate and timely estimation of the development or maintenance cost of a software system is a critical activity in managing a software project. Due to the nature of the software engineering domain, it is important that software effort estimation models should be able to deal with imprecision and uncertainty associated with such values. It is to serve this purpose that we propose our case-based estimation model for software quality estimation. We feel that case based models are particularly useful when it is difficult to define concrete rules about a problem domain in addition to this, expert advice may be used to supplement the existing stored knowledge. A case-based reasoning model was developed in [24] for software quality estimation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives a brief overview of the various related work, section 3 describes the overview of machine learning, section 4 describes the casebased reasoning approach and section 4.1 presents analysis . In section 5 we present similarity measures and section 6 presents Research Methodology, section 7 presents the calculation of errors, section 8 describes the program logic for CBR, section 9 presents Results & discussion and section 10 conclusions is presented. The snapshots (see snapshot 2 through snapshot 7) provides the details of data set which is used in this research paper.
.BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Many researchers have used soft computing approaches for software quality estimation. Zhong et. al in [22] have used unsupervised Learning techniques to build a software quality estimation system. Idri et al have implemented the COCOMO cost model using fuzzy logic in [1] and also a fuzzy logic based analogy estimation approach in [2] [3] [4] . T. M. Khoshgoftaar has described six software quality estimation techniques namely Regression Tree, Fuzzy Systems, Case-Based Reasoning, RuleBased Systems, Multiple Linear Regression and Neural Networks [20] . Case-based reasoning has also been used by Kadoda et. al in [5] . They examine the impact of the choice of number of analogies when making estimations: They also look at different adaptation strategies. The analysis is based on a dataset of software projects collected by a Canadian software house. Their results show that choosing analogies is important but adaptation strategy appears to be less. For this reason they urge some degree of caution when comparing competing estimation systems and only modest numbers of cases. Myrtveit et al in [6] and Ganesan et. al in [7] have also studied case based approach to development effort estimation. Bhattacherjee et. al have proposed Expert Case Based Models in [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Rashid et. al emphasized on the importance of software quality estimation [24] .
.OVERVIEW OF MACHINE LEARNING
Machine learning deals with the issue of how to build programs that improve their performance at some task through experience [25] . Machine learning methods are used to predict or estimate software quality, software size, software development cost or software effort [26] . Machine learning has been utilized in various problem domains.
Some typical applications of machine learning are [24]  Optical character recognition
Major categories of machine learning techniques are [24]  Case-based reasoning(CBR)
Inductive logic programming(ILP)
.CASE-BASED REASONING
Case-Based reasoning is one of the most popular machine learning techniques. Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a problem solving paradigm that is fundamentally different from other major AI approaches, in that instead of relying solely on general knowledge of a problem domain it uses specific cases [23] .
Instead of making association along generalized relationships between problem descriptors and conclusion, CBR utilizes the specific knowledge of previously experienced, concrete problem situation (cases). Finding a similar past case, and reusing it in the new problem situation: this is the technique of CBR to solve a new problem. A second important difference is that CBR is also an approach to incremental, sustained learning since a new experience is retained each time a problem has been solved, making it available for future problems.
Thus, the notion of case-based reasoning does not only denote a particular reasoning method, irrespective of how the cases are acquired, it also denotes a machine learning paradigm that enables sustained learning by updating the case base after a problem has been solved. Learning in CBR occurs as a natural by-product of problem solving. When a problem is successfully solved, the experience is retained in order to solve similar problems in the future. When an attempt to solve a problem fails, the reason for the failure is identified and remembered in order to avoid the same mistake in the future. Case-based reasoning prefers learning form experience, since it is usually easier to earn by retaining a concrete problem solving experience then to generalize from it.
Case-based estimation is one of the more attractive techniques in the software quality estimation field. Central tasks that all case-based reasoning methods have to deal with are to identify the current problem situation, find a past case similar to the new one, and use that case to suggest a solution to the current problem. Evaluate the proposed solution, and update the system by learning from this experience.
ANALYSIS
We can thus broadly categorize the four primary steps comprising a CBR estimation system as:
1. RETRIEVE: The most similar case or cases 2. REUSE: The information and knowledge in that case to solve the problem 3. REVISE: The proposed solution 4. RETAIN : The parts of this experience likely to be useful for future problem solving A new problem is solved by retrieving one or more previously experienced cases, reusing the case in one way or another, revising the solution based on reusing a previous case, and retaining the new experience by incorporating it into the existing knowledge-base (case-base).
An initial description of a problem defines a new case. This new case is used to RETRIEVE a case from the collection of previous cases. The retrieved case is combined with the new case -through REUSE -into a solved case, i.e. a proposed solution to the initial problem.
Through the REVISE process this solution is tested for success, e.g. by being applied to the real world environment or evaluated by a teacher, and repaired if failed. During RETAIN, useful experience is retained for future reuse, and the case base is updated by a new learned case, or by modification of some existing cases.
As indicated in the figure 1, general knowledge usually plays a part in this cycle, by supporting the CBR processes. By general knowledge we here mean general domain-dependent knowledge, as opposed to specific knowledge embodied by cases. For example, in diagnosing a patient by retrieving and reusing the case of a previous patient, a model of anatomy together with causal relationships between pathological states may constitute the general knowledge used by a CBR system. 
SIMILARITY MEASURES
Suppose a record set P 1 of n fields has following values f 1 , f 2,… , f n for the n fields respectively . Similarly a record set P 2 of same type as P 1 with field values g 1 , g 2, … , g n . Then
The Euclidian distance (ED) of P1 from P2 is:
The Manhattan distance (MD) of P1 from P2 is:
MD =|abs(f 1 -g 1 )+ abs(f 2 -g 2 ) + + abs(f n -gn)|
. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The strategy chosen for the study were the students of computer science and engineering from the university campus. All students are provided with same level of guidance by instructors, support by the laboratory staffs, resources like computers, software etc.
In this study Data collected from students included the followings [24] : The values for lines of code, number of functions, level of difficulty, experience and development time were collected from programs developed by students of the university over a period of 1 year. We have considered only post-graduate students in our study.
CALCULATION OF ERRORS
A knowledge base is created and maintained to store the cases against which the matching process has to be performed. Parameters related to the software are given as input and the error is predicted. The error estimation is done using varying similarity measures like Manhattan and Euclidean distance. The accuracy of estimates is evaluated by using the formula which is given below 
PROGRAM LOGIC FOR CBR:
Step 1: When the file open is successful then user menu is shown (see snapshot 1).
Snapshot 1
Step 2: If file is opened successfully, records are shown one screen at a time after a small delay between them. The program also shows the position of the cases in the knowledge base and the total records that exists in the file (see snapshot 2 through snapshot 7)..
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Snapshot 4
Snapshot
Snapshot 6
Snapshot 7
Step 3: This menu is used for manual data entry into the knowledge base using add record function ()(see snapshot 8).
Snapshot 8
Step 4: pred () function is used for calculating magnitude of relative error. If the user selects the estimation option, the following options are displayed. (see snapshot 9).
Snapshot 9 9. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
We present the results obtained when applying the Case-based reasoning model to the data set. Both the Euclidean and Manhattan method was taken into consideration in terms of percentage of errors generated during execution of programs. It was noticed that the user is prompted if he is satisfied with the estimation or he wants to revise his input for further estimation, If the user is satisfied with the results, the program checks if the retrieved case is an exact match of the input case, if it is an exact match the program exits, or else it saves the case in the knowledge base for further use. If the error in estimation is less than 10% then the input record set is auto saved to the knowledge base. But if the error in estimation is more than 10% then the input record set must be revised then save to knowledge base for future solution. These data can be safely classified as high quality data.
In the Euclidean and Manhattan method the integer array that is passed is the address of the knowledge base in memory, user is prompted for various inputs such as Lines of code, number of functions, difficulty level, actual development time, programmers experience and their respective weightage. The distance values of each case is calculated from user's inputs the parameters of the software and exact/near matching case is retrieved from the knowledge base. The mean of such values is calculated and Magnitude of Relative error (MRE) is displayed on screen using pred () function . We also display the software quality relative to the LOC retrieved from Knowledge base (Q1) and LOC of the user(Q2). It can be seen in the output that Results are coming very good when applying the case-based reasoning model (see snapshot 10 through snapshot 11).
Snapshot 10

Snapshot 11
If the user wants to revise the input the user menu is shown once again (see snapshot 12).
Snapshot 12
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have used two similarity measures namely Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance. For their efficacy in determining errors, the low error programs detected by these methods may help to design high quality software (error free programs).In this research we have shown the strong motivation behind the use of CBR as a tool for solving the problem which has been given as snapshot in this paper. As part of our ongoing work, increasing the volume of database is another objective. The larger the database more likely the results are to be accurate. We are collecting data from different categories of students and viewing different parameters. In this research, students programs were the basic target of study.
